T D N  WORDS FOR LIP READING PRACTICE
YOU CAN PRACTISE THESE USING A MIRROR OR WITH A FRIEND.

T  D  N
TIME  DID  KNOCK
TRIES  DONKEY  NOBODY
TREAT  DREAD  Nought
TITLE  DADDY  PENNY
KETTLE  LADEL  MONKEY
THAT  HARD  TRAIN
POPPET  DISGRACED  CONDITION

CAN YOU MATCH UP THE WORDS THAT WILL LOOK SIMILAR?
SOME WILL HAVE ONLY ONE LOOK ALIKE WHILE OTHERS WILL HAVE TWO.

TILL  MODE  FLAN
TOLL  NUN
TRIED  DILL  SPANNER
LATTER  DONE  KNOCK
SPATTER  DOLE  MOAN
TON  DOCK  NIL
FLAT  DRIED  KNOLL
MOAT  LADDER
TOCK

ANSWERS
TILL  DILL  NIL
TOLL  DOLE  KNOLL
TRIED  DRIED
LATTER  LADDER
SPATTER  SPANNER
TON  DONE  NUN
FLAT  FLAN
MOAT  MODE  MOAN
TOCK  DOCK  KNOCK

CAN YOU MAKE SENSE OF THESE SENTENCES?
1. He ate a sticky dart for tea.
2. She put the old man in the dustbin
3. I didn’t meat to push the vase over.
4. Take a dip of scotch to keep out the cold
5. Cinderella put her nose into the glass slipper.

ANSWERS
1. TART  2. MAT  3. MEAN  4. NIP  5. TOES